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35. A Note on Countable.dimensional Metric Spaces

By Kei NAA and J. H. ROBERTS
(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNU(I, .J.-., Feb. 12, 1965)

This paper is a supplementary note to the characterization of
countable-dimensional metric spaces by J. Nagata 2. A space is
countable-dimensional if it is the countable sum of zero-dimensional
(in the sense of the covering dimension) subsets. A space is s$rongly
countable-dimensional if it is the countable sum of finite dimensional
closed subsets. Now Nagata has characterized these two classes of
infinite dimensional metric spaces as follows:

Theorem A 2, Theorem 2.3. A metric space is countable-
dimensional if and only if for every collection {U: r< v} of open
sets and every collection {F" <v} of closed sets such that Fc
U, <v, and such hat { U" <} is locally finite for every
r, there exists a collection of open sets V, <v, satisfying

i) F Vo U, <r,
ii) order (x, B())< o for every x e X, where --( V"

and B()-{B( V)- V- V: <
Theorem B 2, Theorem 5.3. A metric space X is strongly

countable-dimensional if and only if there exists a sequence 111>
1I: >115 >1I >... of open coverings lli of X such ha

i) for x e X, {St (x, lli). i-1,2,...} is a local base of x,
ii) for x e X, sup order (x, 1I)< o.
Our supplementary theorems to these are as follows"
Theorem 1. A metric space X is countable-dimensional if

and only if for every sequence of pairs of disjoint closed sets Cx,
C’; C., C’;..., there exist separating closed sets B between C and
C’, i-1,2,..., such that {B: i-1,2,--.} is point-finite.

The only if part of this theorem is a special case of Nagata
2, Lemma 2.1.

Theorem 2. A metric space X is strongly countable-dimen-
sional if and only if there exists a sequence tl>IL.>... of open
coverings 1I of X such that

i) for x e X, {St(x, U): i-1,2,...} is a local base of x,
ii) for x e X, sup order (x, 11)<
To prove Theorem 2 we need the following theorem for finite

dimensional spaces.
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Theorem . A metric space X has dim Xn if there exists
a sequence 1I1I... of open coverings 1I of X such that

i) for x X, {St(x, 1I): i-1,2,...} is a loca base of x,
ii) order 1I_n+ 1.
This is a generalization of Petr Vopnka’s theorem [3. A

metric space X has dim X<=n if there exists a sequence
of open coverings 11 of X such that i)lira mesh 1%-0, ii) for every
i, order 2-<_ n+ 1.

Let K. be the subset of Hilbert cube which consists of all
points x-(x, x,...) such that x:/:0 for at most a finite number of
values of i. Then K. is evidently strongly countable-dimensional.
Nagata [2, Corollary 5.53 showed that K. is universal for the class
of all strongly countable-dimensional, separable metric spaces. Now
K. has the following property.

Theorem 4. K has no metric completion which is eve
countable-dimensional.

It has been stated that E. Sklyarenko proved the non-existence
of a countable-dimensional metric compactification of K.

Our final result is as follows.
Theorem 5. Let X be a countable-dimensional, compact metric

space with dim X= oo. Then for any non-negative integer n there
exists a closed subset F, of X with dim

To prove Theorem 1 we need the following characterization
theorem which is a very slight modification of a theorem due to
Nagata [2, Theorem 2.2.

Theorem C. A metric space X is countable-dimensional if
and only if there exists a a-locally finite open base 3 such that
B(!3) is point-finite.

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the condition is satisfied. For
any positive integer i there exists an open covering

’=1

1I-{U" aA}, of X and a closed covering -[J ., =
{F" er e A}, such that =

i) mesh 11< l/i,
ii) FcU for every e (J A,
iii) every 1I is discrete.

Write U U { U" cr e A} and F= U {F" q e A}. Then there
exist open sets V, i,3"- 1,2,.-., such that

i) Fc Vc V.cU for every i and 3",
ii) {B(V): i,3"- 1,2,..- } is point-finite.

For every cre A, set V- V, U. Then !- V" er e (J A} is a
4,$

a-discrete open base of X such that B(!) is point-finite. By Theorem
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C, X is countable-dimensional.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let ll- U" a e A}, i- 1,2,..., be open

coverings of X which satisfy the condition of the theorem. Let
f+: A+-A be a function such that f+(a)-f yields U Ua. For

f_ and f the identity mapping Leteach pair i>j let f-f+
({G,-.., G} be an arbitrary finite open covering of X. Set

X- U { U: a e A, St(U, 1I) refines ff}.
Then by the conditioh i) {X, X,...} is an open covering of X.
Set X0-. Set

B-{" a e A,, U, X,},
C-{. e B, U X)-

<
D-{: ae B, U,,R(U X)=/:}.

.<
Then B-C and every B is the disjoint sum of C and D. For
any i and any e C let

V=(UX)U(U{UX" f!(f)-a, eD.,
Let us show that B-{V: a e U C} is an open covering of X such

3"=1
that refines (R) and order !I_<_n+l, which will prove dim X<=n.

Let x be an arbitrary point of X. Then there exists i with
xeX. Take eB such that xeU. When eC, then xeUg
X V. When e D, then there exists j< i such that f=f.() e C
since B-C. Then x e U X Va e !3. Thus is an open covering.

Let i be an arbitrary integer and an arbitrary index in C.
It is clear that U FXVU. There exists f e A such that
UaUX and St(Ua, 1I)refines (R). Thus V refines ( and
hence refines .

To prove order B=<n/ 1 take an arbitrary positive integer i.
Then {V F (X- U X.)" e U C}- {U X, U U" / e D, f(fi)-

3"<i
/})F(X--U X): e C, e C, kKi} and the order of the last term
is at most order 1I. Hence order A(X-U X)<=n+l and hence

<
order n/ 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose the condition is satisfied. Let
X-{sup order (x, 1I.)__< i}. Then X is closed and X- U X. If
we consider the sequence of open coverings IIAX, 3"-1, 2,--., of
X, we have dim X<__i-1 by Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 4. Throughout the proof the points in K
are represented by their coordinates in the Hilbert cube" K-
{(x,..., x, 0, 0,...). x. =_< 1/3", 3"--1,’", i, i=1,2,..}. Let (K*,
p) be an arbitrary metric completion, with the metric p, of K. If
b, b,.., are positive numbers, we set

J-{(x,,..., x, O, 0,...). O<=x<-b, 3"-1,..-,i},
L-{(x,..., x_, O, x+,...): Oxb, ji},
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L’-{(x,..., x_, b, x+,...): O_x<-_b,
Then by induction we can find b with O<b<__l/i, i-1,2,..-, which
satisfy the following conditions:

i) J+lcSlli(J)-{x" p(x, J)<l/2i}, i-1,2,.--.
ii) For every i and j with j>__i, LJj+ISaIfj(L Jj) and

L’ J+St/(L’ J), where a--p(L J, L’ J)/5.
If we put K-J J, then K is totally bounded. Therefore K

j=l

is a compact subset of K*. By our construction p(L K, L’ K)
is positive for every i. Hence LK, L’K; LK, L’K;..-
is a sequence of disjoint closed pairs of K. Assume that K is
countable-dimensional. Then there exists a sequence of closed sets

B of K separating L K from L’ K, i-1,2,..., with B-.
Since / is compact, there exists n with B-. On the other

hand (B J):/:, because J is a topological n-cell and the B’s
separate pairs of opposite faces, which is a contradiction. Therefore
K is not countable-dimensional and hence K* is not countable-
.dimensional.

Proof of Theorem 5. By 1, D, p. 51, X has a small trans-
finite inductive dimension c. It is clear that a is an infinite ordinal.
Now it can easily be proved by transfinite induction that for each
/<c there exists a closed subset F of X whose small transfinite
inductive dimension is /. Then F0, F, F,..- are what we want.
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